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Eagles set to 
take on WCU 
BY JANNAH BOLDS 
The George-Anne staff 
This weekend, the Eagles of Georgia 
Southern University will face off against 
Southern Conference foe Western Carolina 
University on Catamount home turf. 
The Catamounts are coming off of a 45- 
24 loss at Furman University last week while 
the Eagles have finally found the momentum 
to continue winning against their opponents. 
GSU defeated the No. 1 in SoCon and 
previously undefeated Samford University 
Bulldogs 35-16 during Family Weekend in 
Statesboro. 
Since WCU has more of a passing 
offense, last week against the Paladins, 
the Catamounts totaled up more passing 
yardage than rushing yardage. They racked 
up 236 yards passing and 184 yards rushing, 
See CATAMOUNT, page 20 
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On-campus voting approved 
BY TAYLOR COOPER 
The George-Anne staff 
An on-campus voting station has been 
approved for the presidential election, so 
students who registered to vote in Bulloch 
County can cast their ballot in the Russell 
Union from Oct. 23- Oct. 25. 
The Federal Department of Justice 
approved the voting station, allowing 
Georgia Southern University students to 
vote early instead of waiting until Nov. 6. 
"To my knowledge, it is the first early 
voting station on a college campus in the 
state of Georgia," Aron Randall, senior 
second vice chair of the College Republicans 
and political science major, said. 
"This is the first time we've had early 
voting, and it is a historic thing. It will 
simplify things gready for faculty and for 
students," Wendy Denton, assistant director 
of Service Learning for the Office of Student 
Leadership and Civic Engagement, said. 
The early voting station on campus has 
been in the works for two years, Randall 
said. 
Randall and Fritz Chapin, members of 
College Republicans, made progress late last 
year when they attended a Bulloch County 
council meeting to explain their position. 
"We showed up at the county meeting 
and explained our position. Later, we had 
a meeting with them to discuss it," Randall 
said. 
"This wouldn't have happened without 
See VOTING, page 8 
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Two students, freshman undeclared major Gabe Ellis and freshman aerospace engineering major Jalil Bush, practice with 
their flag football team, Courtyard Crew, for a game tonight at 8 p.m. at the RAC. 
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Folio becomes priority 
BY LAUREN GORLA 
The George-Anne contributor 
Desire2Learn initiated a prioritizing process 
for Georgia Southern University's network on 
Sept. 27 that now ensures students loading Folio 
are a higher priority than loading any other site. 
Many students had complaints about the 
slow performance of Folio until the change was 
made, Vice President of Academic Affairs Chad 
Harmon said at last night's Student Government 
Association meeting. 
"As of Thursday, there have been zero 
complaints about Folio. (The Center for 
Academic Technology Support) had them 
rolling in one after the other up until Thursday 
but since then no one else has called to complain 
so fingers crossed that that has solved the bulk of 
the problem," Harmon said. 
Harmon met with Center for Academic 
Technology Support's Assistant Director Robby 
Ambler and Information Systems Coordinator 
Ashlea Anderson and was able to explain the 
problems with folio. 
"The big problem is the performance issue, 
that Folio is running a little bit slower than it 
should be," Harmon said. 
Desire2Learn, the company that runs Folio, 
is based out of Canada, which explains why it 
has taken longer to get things done because of 
distance, Harmon said. 
Many students said that they have had 
problems submitting work on the Folio page. 
Much of it has to do with specific professors and 
the way in which they upload the assignment. 
"There are several different ways in which 
it can be done depending on how the professor 
wants to do it," Harmon said. 
Harmon also addressed the issues students 
have had with the lockdown browser when used 
through Folio. 
The lockdown browser is used for online 
quizzes and tests to prevent students from using 
the Internet as an aid to answer questions. A 
student can't minimize or exit out of the screen 
until the assessment is complete, Harmon said. 
"If your internet connection cuts off then 
you're in trouble because you completely cut out 
of the quiz you were taking," Harmon said. 
Harmon said, "So they're pushing it down as 
more of a lab testing tool like if you're going to 
take a test with a professor in a lab on campus. 
Then it would be really useful but as far as using it 
for other quizzes, that's up to the professor." 
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Float Like a Plane, Sting Like a Bomb 
Student invited to benefit gala in NYC 
Statement of Operations 
BY GRACE HUSETH 
The George-Anne contributor 
Today Evin Hughes is attending a 
Benefit Gala in New York City, shaking 
hands with Muhammad Ali and receiving 
the Muhammad Ali Writing Award for 
Ethics for his essay Float Like a Plane, 
Sting Like a Bomb: The Ethics of US Drone 
Attacks. 
Hughes is majoring in Information 
Technology and Writing and Linguistics 
with a minor in Criminal Justice and 
specialization in Networking and 
Administrative Telecommunications at 
Georgia Southern University. His interest 
in writing has just as much variety as his 
multiple areas of study. 
"I like to do an array of different types 
of writing, ranging from fiction to poetry 
to creative nonfiction," Hughes said. 
Hughes also likes to write about the 
injustices of todays world, and this drive 
to communicate these injustices is what 
inspired Hughes to write the essay. 
"I have been inspired by the voices of 
people whose homes and lives have been 
devastated by America, like the voices of 
the family members of nine civilian boys, 
killed in March 2011 by a drone strike in 
Afghanistan," Hughes said. 
Hughes plans to utilize his short trip 
with allowing some time for site seeing. 
"Even though I will only be there for 
a short time I plan on visiting Central 
Park and its famous Bethesda Fountain," 
Hughes said. 
One of the judges of the writing contest 
was Nobel Peace Prize recipient Elie 
Wiesel. Dallas said that what is further 
impressive about Hughes' essay was that 
"someone of Elie Wiesel's stature thought 
the essay was that phenomenal." 
Hughes was able to find a medium 
through which to express his views when 
Dr. Phyllis Dallas, associate professor of the 
Writing and Linguistics department, saw an 
announcement sent to creative writing faculty 
of a new writing contest on ethical matters. 
"I saw that there was this writing 
contest and announced it to my students. 
It was under really fortunate circumstances 
that he had already been doing reading and 
research," Dallas said. 
In order to find further guidance on 
the subject, Hughes consulted a book 
titled The Wars We Inherit: Military Life, 
Gender Violence, and Memory by Dr. Lori 
Amy, who is associate professor of GSU's 
Department of Writing and Linguistics. 
By the end of this summer he had 
completed an essay in which he argued 
the unethical use of drones employed by 
American organizations. 
"There are a plethora of reasons 
why drones are unethical agents for war 
touched on in my essay' Hughes said. 
This submission, with its style of 
writing and relevant content, stood out to 
the judges as a work that represented the 
award's mission to honor Muhammad All's 
legacy of promoting ethical living. 
Hughes' success should be seen as 
an inspiration to the rest of the GSU 
community, and in particular, writers. 
Dallas said, "The creative writing 
faculty hears about student contests all the 
time. It is possible to submit and achieve." 
Police Beat 
Monday, Oct. 1 
-An officer took an inci- 
dent report for a theft at 
the Zach S. Henderson 
Library. This case was 
turned over to criminal 
investigations. 
-An officer took an inci- 
dent report for a theft 
that possibly occurred 
at Starbucks. This case 
was turned over to 
criminal investigations. 
-An officer took an 
incident report for an 
entering auto at Free- 
dom's Landing. This 
case was turned over to 
criminal investigations. 
-An officer took an in- 
cident report for found 
property at Paulson 
parking. The found 
property was placed in 
the police department 
property room. 
-An officer took an 
incident report for 
harassment via cell 
phone. This case was 
turned over to criminal 
investigations. 
-An officer took an 
incident report for lost/ 
mislaid property at 
Southern Courtyard. 
-Officers responded to 
Eagle Village in refer- 
ence to a motor vehicle 
accident- hit and 
run. A motor vehicle 
accident report was 
completed. 
-Officers assisted the 
Statesboro Police 
Department with a hit 
and run motor vehicle 
accident that occurred 
at Discount Auto Parts. 
-An officer took an inci- 
dent report for lost/mis- 
laid property at Watson 
Commons. 
Tuesday, Oct. 2 
-Officers issued two 
traffic citations, two 
traffic warnings, as- 
sisted five motorists, 
responded to one 
sick person report, 
responded to one 
walarm and investigat- 
ed two accidents. 
-Matthew Day Johnson, 
18, was charged with 
underage possession of 
alcohol, public indecency 
and possession of a false. 
I.D. 
-Carlton Dijon John- 
son, 20, was charged 
with DUI, possession 
of a controlled sub- 
stance and wanted 
person. 
STUDENT LED 
STUDENT 
MEDIA 
The George-Anne is the 
official student newspaper of 
Georgia Southern University, 
owned and operated by 
GSU students using facilities 
provided by the university. 
The newspaper is the oldest 
continuously published 
newspaper in Bulloch County. 
The newspaper is a designated 
public forum for the 
Georgia Southern 
community. 
The 
newspaper 
is 
published 
twice 
weekly, on 
Tuesdays 
and 
Thursdays, 
during most 
of the academic 
year. Any questions 
regarding content should be 
directed to the student editor 
by phone at 912.478.5246 or 
at gaeditor@georgiasouthern. 
edu. 
ADVERTISING: The newspaper 
accepts advertising. Inquiries 
may be made by calling 
912.478.5418or912.478- 
0566. Fax any questions to 
912.478.7113 or e-mail ads1@ 
georgiasouthern.edu. 
The George-Anne receives 
additional support, in part, 
from the Student Activities 
Budget Committee. 
The deadline for reserving 
space and submitting 
advertising copy is noon, one 
week prior to the intended 
publication date. For more 
information, rate cards, 
sample publications, contact 
STUDENT READ 
the advertising manager or 
student media director. 
The advertiser is 
responsible for any errors in 
advertisements and its liability 
for adjustments is limited to 
the amount of space the error 
occupied in the ad. Further, the 
newspaper is not responsible 
for any damages caused due 
to an ad's omission 
from a particular 
edition and its 
responsibility . 
solely is to 
reschedule the 
ad in the next 
regular edition 
at the regular 
advertising 
rates. 
STUDENTS 
BEWARE: The 
George-Anne screens 
all advertisements prior to 
publication.The newspaper 
strives to accept ads for 
legitimate products and 
services only. Students 
are urged to exercise 
caution when replying to 
ads-particularly those that 
require personal information. 
Students are also urged to 
report to the newspaper any 
suspicious offers which they 
might see in an ad. 
PUBLICATION INFORMATION: 
The newspaper is printed 
by The Brunswick News in 
Brunswick, Ga. 
NOTICE: Unauthorized removal 
of multiple copies from a 
distribution site constitutes 
theft under Georgia law, 
a misdemeanor offense 
punishable by a fine and/or 
jail time. 
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Our View 
Taxis fill 
important 
student need 
The new taxi services in Statesboro provide a much- 
needed facet to student life here at Georgia Southern 
University. Too many students are pulled over for 
driving under the influence, despite the presence of 
school-sponsored alternatives like Shuttle Gus and the 
Blue Goose. The company Boro D.D. seeks to provide 
for the intoxicated student market, as it operates 
during popular drinking times. 
Taxis provide a more personal service to those 
students who do not wish to be transported with 
other intoxicated individuals. Professors especially 
can benefit from this service, as,they can now drink 
responsibly with the option of calling a cab for a ride 
home, instead of using a designated driver or school- 
sponsored transportation. 
The About Town Non-Emergency Shuttle Service 
can provide for the needs of students who simply do not 
have cars. It is inconvenient, and at times difficult, for 
earless students to make trips into town for groceries 
and other items that are not available within walking 
distance of campus. 
Both of the taxis can help alleviate some of the worst 
parts of game-day traffic by dropping off and picking 
up students who have to drive and find a parking spot 
for the games. 
The only downside at this time is the size of the 
fleet of taxis, especially Boro D.D., which only has one 
car. However, with more demand from students, the 
company can expand and better provide for the needs 
of the students. 
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor and appropriate 
guest columns. All copy submitted should be 350 words or fewer, 
typed, and sent via e-mail in Microsoft Word format to gaeditor@ 
georgiasouthern.edu. All submissions must be signed and include 
phone number for verification. GSU students should include their 
academic major, year and hometown. The editors reserve the right 
to reject any submission and edit submissions for length. 
Opinions expressed herein are those of the Board of Opinions or 
columnists themselves and DO NOT necessarily reflect those of the 
faculty, staff or administration of GSU, the Student Media Advisory 
Board, Student Media or the University System of Georgia. 
GSU not quite FBS ready 
The University of Alabama is much 
like Georgia Southern University. It's a 
school known more for its football but 
with some prowess in other sports and 
academics as well. However, 'Bama 
has one thing going for it that we need 
to get before I will feel comfortable 
playing at the FBS level. They have a 
catch phrase, "Roll Tide," that they use 
to an almost annoying extent. 
All good football programs have 
an annoying chant that just pisses off 
everyone. Just look at the most recent 
national champions: 'Bama has theirs, 
Florida has "Go Gators," Auburn has 
"War Eagle" and LSU has the creative 
Geaux Tigers! 
Now, I know that we have "Hail 
Southern," which is catchy and great 
start. We just need to use it more often. 
For example, if you make any sort 
of grade to be proud of, your entire 
group of friends should congratulate 
you with "Hail Southern!" Get lucky 
going out to the bars? That's another 
occasion to "Hail Southern." If you 
happen to bump into the unhappy 
significant other of your bar partner, 
diffuse the situation with a round of 
"Hail Southern," and then you should 
probably leave. 
We even have a backup cheer if 
the situation doesn't call for a Hail 
Southern. GATA works just fine as 
well. Any future event can be cheered 
on by saying GATA. For example, 
when your friend says they are about 
to pull an all-nighter for a test, tell 
him/her to GATA. 
GSU already has many things going 
for it for its potential move to the FBS: 
a rabid student section that most of 
the ACC would love to have, a student 
body population bigger than Ole Miss, 
a stadium that is adding thousands 
of seats and uniforms that have been 
voted amongst the best looking in all 
of college football. 
If the students of this fine 
institution are serious about becoming 
a contender at the next level, then we 
have to pull our part. The evidence has 
spoken: the only way to win a national 
title is to have a catch phrase. Let's 
start saying "Hail Southern" so much 
that it annoys everybody, and if they 
ask us to be quiet, we already have the 
' perfect response, "Hail No!" 
Farmer is a junior international studies 
and political science double major from 
Thomasville, Ga. 
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From the Left From the Right 
Measuring vouchers difficult   Vouchers benefit all 
With constant reminders of American students' 
declining test scores, most agree that our existing 
education system needs reform. School voucher 
systems have emerged as a possible solution, but 
the concept has been met with ambivalence. School 
vouchers vary under different governing bodies, 
but the essential idea is that eligible students, 
usually those that attend low-performing schools, 
are of low-income families or have a disability 
receive a government subsidy to attend a private 
school of their choice. 
Proponents advocate the virtues of individual 
choice and posit that competition produced from 
the voucher program acts as a mechanism for 
improvement. Opponents warn of a potential 
draining of funds from public schools, further 
depreciating already struggling schools. While 
much of the debate remains in the hypothetical, 
there are school districts that have already 
implemented a voucher system and quantified 
evidence is available for evaluation and informed 
decision-making. However, much of the data is 
confounding and contradictory. 
As far as the performance levels of students 
participating in a voucher program, studies 
have shown that their test scores and overall 
performance rates are virtually indistinguishable 
from students that remained in public schools. 
Addressing school funding, a study by University of 
Arkansas' Robert Costrell showed that, ironically, 
a voucher program in Wisconsin has saved money 
for the public school budget. The "competition 
invariably leads to improvement" hypothesis 
has also proven to not quite apply to schools 
SCOTT MARKLEY 
as advocates 
suggested. The 
performances 
of schools in 
Milwaukee 
and Cleveland 
have remained 
generally poor 
even since their 
implementation of 
voucher programs 
in 1990 and 1997, 
respectively. 
Though the voucher system is reasonable in 
concept and a good first approach to reforming, 
education and further analysis should continue, 
the idea excludes the many variables of a student's 
overall learning experience. Many factors go into 
a student's success, such as his or her parents' 
emphasis on the importance of education, quality 
teachers (private schools do not necessarily have 
better educators), how he or she gets along with 
peers, time spent traveling to school and more. 
A bigger problem to education access could be 
the fact that property taxes determine an area's 
educational funding, so wealthier citizens capable 
of affording higher property taxes receive a higher- 
funded education. Transforming the existing 
system to incorporate a more equally distributed 
education could do much to reduce education 
disparity. 
Markley is a senior geography major from Marietta. 
Ga. 
The education of our children is 
one of the most important things 
that we as future parents have to 
do. The road to a bright future is 
paved with at least a basic K-12 
diploma. However, we keep slipping 
in the ratings in this area. There 
are two big reasons for this: lack of 
competition between schools and 
lack of specialization in the education 
of each student. One way that this 
can be resolved is by allowing parents 
to choose schools through a voucher 
system. In this system, families can 
decide what school their students, 
and thus their tax dollars go. 
This solves both problems in 
one fair swoop. By making schools 
compete, the cream will rise to the 
top. The best teachers will be kept, 
while subpar teachers are replaced 
with ones that can bring students in. 
This will cause not only the students 
to learn more from better teachers, 
but it will cause teachers to raise their 
game in order to keep their jobs. 
This also solves the problem of 
students not getting the specialized 
education that they need to succeed. 
Charter schools would be able to 
cater to students needs such as a 
specialization in math science or the 
arts. Parents who want their children 
to have a 
faith- 
based 
education 
funded 
by their 
tax 
dollars 
could 
send 
their kids 
to private schools were they couldn't 
under the current system. 
Some argue that this would 
lead to discrimination and say 
that those who are for this are for 
"legal segregation." This simply is 
false. This would actually promote 
diversification of institutions 
where minorities could not attend 
in the past because of the cost. In 
Louisiana, where this system is 
already being used, private schools 
are reporting record numbers of 
minority enrollment. They are also 
seeing skyrocketing test scores and 
more student graduating. This is just 
another example of when you allow 
competition — everyone achieves 
more. 
Chapin is a senior political science 
major from Roswell, Ga. 
From Data to Discussions 
Education reform should specialize students 
In many of my past articles I 
have called for education reform 
in order to pull us up to par with 
the rest of the world. Famed 
economist Milton Friedman made 
the same calls in the 1950s with 
the introduction of the voucher 
program to make schools more 
competitive and lead to a more 
educated population. 
Several problems arose 
in the 1960s after the initial 
implementation of school vouchers. 
Particularly in the south, they were 
WILLIAM BRYAN 
misused as a way to keep schools 
segregated. Part of the reason for 
the varying results among voucher 
program participants is the fact 
that parents and students that 
take advantage of the program are 
more motivated to receive a good 
education in the first place. This is 
why private schools students tend 
to perform better than their public 
school counterparts. The drive to 
learn has a lot to do with how well a 
student does in school. 
In more developing countries, 
India for example, education is 
highly desired and well known as 
the key to a better life. Part of the 
problem in America is that students 
view school as a chore father than 
an opportunity, which could explain 
why students dislike the harder, 
more important subjects like math 
and science! In Japan, every student 
that graduates high school has taken 
calculus classes. In the United 
States, only six percent of graduates 
have taken any calculus. There 
seems to be no real difference in 
performance between countries that 
use different methods of education 
funding, rather the emphasis of 
education is what matters. 
One interesting alternative to 
a voucher program are mega size 
schools that combine all of the high 
schools in an area. Although results 
have been mostly ambiguous, 
these huge schools can help reduce 
the number of districs and also 
allow those schools to experience 
economies of scale (more students, 
lower cost per student).  The ability 
to have more specialized areas of 
focus can also benefit students. 
Bryan is a senior economics major 
from Fayetteville, Ga. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Play nice, 
youngsters 
Dear Editor, 
(To the readers of the George-Anne) 
I, too, concur with your opinions that the 
political rantings from left, right, center, up 
and down are completely mundane, dull 
and altogether boring to read Yet, every 
Tuesday and Thursday, you pick up The G-A 
and read the politics. Assuming that you 
are the prototypical college student, you are 
young and lean very liberally. You pick up 
Scott Markley's column and say "Good job," 
then read Fritz Chapin's column and rant 
There is nothing inherently wrong wfth that 
However, it is time to look at this objectively. 
The columns are written in the Opinions 
section. The opinions, neither right nor 
wrong, are just different than yours. 
This brings us to the point of college; 
young people learning about themselves 
and becoming more tolerant of other 
viewpoints. I can assure yon this goes out to 
both sides of the aisle: If you can't learn to 
play together peacefully, then pack up your 
toys and don't play together. 
Walter Jones 
senior psychology major 
Newnan,Ga 
Athletics and academics can work together 
Dear Editor, 
In a recently published opinion piece, a 
professor of Georgia Southern University 
espoused her anger at the student decision 
to enhance athletics at our institution. The 
professor argued that increasing athletic funding 
would somehow ruin our university and harm 
students. This argument is flawed in every 
possible manner. 
When Erk Russell was hired to restart football 
at Georgia Southern College (that's right, we 
were not a university before we had football) 
the school had fewer than 10,000 students. By 
the time Russell retired in 1989, GSC had three 
national championships and was experiencing 
the largest increase in enrollment in the history 
of the school. This explosive growth was 
triggered by the excitement and allure of college 
football. 
If football did not bring those students into 
Georgia Southern 30 years ago, we would not 
have experienced that kind of growth. Without 
that growth, we would not have gained the 
students, funding and recognition necessary to 
advance to the current state of Georgia Southern 
University's existence today. If those students 
did not show up 30 years ago, not only would 
we not have the students, facilities and status 
that we currently enjoy, half of the professors at 
GSU would not even be employed because there 
would not be enough students to support them. 
Schools like MIT have billions of dollars in 
government funding. Schools like Georgia 
Southern have football. A democratic decision 
by the students of GSU to invest in their football 
program is not a vote against academics. Such a 
vote is actually the exact opposite. To invest in 
Eagle football is to invest in Georgia Southern 
itself. If a professor at our university does not 
want to teach at an institution where students 
strongly support football, then I suggest that the 
professor not seek employment at a university 
that only exists because of football. 
Billy Tyson 
senior communications arts major 
Springfield, Ga 
Should we celebrate our armed forces? 
Dear Editor, 
As GSU becomes one of the "most military 
friendly schools," it is worth contemplating 
what we are institutionally celebrating. Not very 
long ago, Democracy Now! reported that the 
suicide rate among U.S. military is accelerating. 
When the report aired in June, the suicide count 
was 154 among active-duty soldiers. Pentagon 
reported "an 18 percent increase over the same 
period a year ago." Al-Jazeera reported, "last 
year, nearly 3,200 rapes and sexual assaults were 
officially reported." Pentagon admitted that 
3,200 represent "just 15 percent of all incidents." 
Speaking of the grim conditions, Aaron 
Hughes, an Iraq War veteran, said, "17 percent 
of the individuals that are in combat in 
Afghanistan... are on psychotropic medication. 
20 to 50 percent of the individuals that are 
getting deployed to Afghanistan are already 
diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder, 
military sexual trauma or a traumatic brain 
injury. Currently one-third of the women in the 
military are sexually assaulted." 
Then there's the obvious: our military 
continues to violate international laws, that 
corporate-profiteering drives the military- 
industrial complex, that through our military 
pursuits thousands of civilians have died. 
It is not too late to ask if we are "friendly" 
to a structure that primarily contributes to our 
national insecurity or if we are "friendly" to 
our friends, lovers and family who serve. The 
celebration should begin, not in the donning of 
military uniform, but in the stripping of it, just 
as Iraq War veterans discarded their war medals 
in Chicago in an explosive expression of, to 
borrow Freire's words, critical consciousness. 
EfadulHuq 
senior CET major 
Statesboro, Ga 
Keep the door open, doc, and remember why it's open 
I'm going to start this column with 
something that is not often heard 'round these 
parts: Good job, President Keel. 
Back in June, Keel set forth a proposal 
for open-office hours for Georgia Southern 
University faculty to visit with him in an 
effort to improve communication between 
administration and faculty. This was in response 
to an open letter from Dr. David Dudley listing 
multiple flaws and issues in administrative 
policies at GSU. 
Well, just over three months later, the door 
has been swung open. It must have been a very 
heavy door. 
Face-palming jokes aside, I do want to 
commend President Keel on eventually keeping 
his word. I'm a strong believer in positive 
ALEX 
THE 
PRETTY 
GOOD 
ALEX LASALLE 
and reinforcement - take a hint, letter-writers 
Keel deserves some. 
El Presidente will now host faculty hours 
in 30-minute blocks for three-hour periods, 
three times a month. Why he hasn't called this 
the "333 Policy" is beyond me, it's way catchy. 
Anyway, this may not seem like a lot, but it 
amounts to nine hours per month, or one full 
workday. Not bad. 
Still, this will all be rendered moot if Keel 
doesn't pay attention during these meetings. 
We can't pry his eyes open Clockwork Orange- 
style, but the success and honesty of this policy 
depends on his ability to listen, communicate 
and react. This means paying more attention 
than a calculus professor when you walk in 
begging for that C to be turned into a B because 
you were just so close, you need to keep HOPE 
and if you don't then according to Chaos Theory 
a hurricane could wipe out all of Miami unless 
you get that grade raised just enough. 
Students and faculty need to hold Keel 
accountable for being the problem-solver he so 
wants to be. 
If a professor walks in complaining about 
class sizes being too large, then they deserve 
either a solution or a good explanation for why 
that can't be fixed. Actually, I would also like 
an explanation for that. Is the air conditioner 
in Veazey going haywire on us again? It's time 
for Keel to Google "How to Fix Industrial Air 
Conditioners." Is their a poltergeist harassing 
students in Newton? I don't think there is, 
but the soda machine there is always stealing 
quarters. Still, I am holding Keel personally 
responsible for calling the Ghostbusters. 
Keep the door open, President Keel, and 
don't lose sight of why you opened it. 
LaSalie is a senior writing and linguistics 
major from Cumming, Ga. 
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Sports Clips offers triple haircut option 
Chad Kenney/The George-Anne 
Sports fans can now get a haircut while enjoying a variety of sports on many 
flatscreen TVs throught the barbershop. 
BY ISAAC CARRASCO 
The George-Anne contributor 
Sport Clips sets itself apart 
from other hair salons by 
catering specifically to sports 
fans, offering customers sports- 
themed haircuts and multiple 
TVs with a variety of games being 
played. 
Sport Clips, located off 
Brannen Street in the same 
shopping center as Your Pie and 
Nikko Express, calls its haircuts 
the "Varsity," the "Triple Play" 
and the "MVP treatment." 
"Guys can get pampered like 
girls can with the MVP treatment. 
It includes a hot steamed towel on 
your face while getting a precise 
haircut and shampoo in your hair. 
Then we give a relaxing neck and 
shoulder message," Shelvy Dunn, 
store manager, said. 
The MVP treatment costs $22 
and is what makes this hair salon 
unique, Dunn said. 
"Besides the MVP special 
there is the Triple Play that costs 
$20. The Triple play includes the 
haircut, a hot steamed towel and a 
scalp message," Dunn said. 
The basic haircut, the Varsity, 
is being offered at a discounted 
price of $12 until Oct. 21 and will 
cost $17 afterward, Dunn said. 
"You don't have to make an 
appointment, you can just walk 
in, and we'll take care of you," 
Jim Clifton, owner of Sport Clips, 
said. 
The special treatments are not 
the only thing that makes Sport 
Clips unique. 
"There are flat screen TVs on 
the walls so that guys can watch 
football, basketball or baseball 
games," Dunn said. 
The owner of Sport Clips 
lives in Statesboro, and to have 
a location here in town was his 
choice. 
"I talked with the marketing 
guy for this Sport Clips location 
to think of future sponsors for 
Georgia Southern sports teams. 
We do however sponsor NASCAR 
drivers Joey Logano and Denny 
Hamlin. Were also a large 
contributor to the Veterans of 
Foreign War programs," Clifton 
said. 
A discount program will get 
Sport Clips involved with the 
community and the university, 
Clifton said. 
"Every third client is a GSU 
student and we average about 40- 
45 clients per week," Dunn said. 
"I really enjoyed my first 
haircut. It was a great all-around 
experience, and I'm definitely 
coming back," Yakov Savitskiy, 
multimedia communications 
major, said. 
Josh Mackrill, sophomore 
anthropology major, said, "When 
I walked inside, I noticed Sport 
Clips looked so retro. They give 
you a great message, and I'm 
always content with my haircut." 
Monarch301 breaks ground, set to open May 2013 
BY ALANNA NAVIN 
The George-Anne contributor 
The Monarch301 Apartment complex has 
broken ground, poured its foundation and 
the plan for construction is right on schedule, 
planning to open by May 2013. 
The amenities included are hardwood 
floors throughout the apartments, the 
furniture in the apartment is specially 
designed by their design team, there will 
be larger scale windows, powder rooms in the 
four bedroom apartments and stainless steel 
appliances, Shannon King, chief executive of 
Monarch Ventures said. 
"We are bringing a different lifestyle 
experience to a thriving college town," King 
said. 
"Everything is right on track. The local 
consultants have been easy to work with," 
King said. 
Monarch  Ventures   chose  to  build  in 
Statesboro because of the consistent growth in 
the last five years. There is not another current 
product that is the same as Monarch301 in 
the community, King said. 
The complex will have a large, luxurious 
clubhouse that will include a coffee bar, a large 
gathering area and a tanning bed. Outside 
there will be a pool, a hemic garden, grilling 
areas and a sand volleyball court, King said. 
To access an apartment, each resident 
will have a specific key to get them into the 
complex, Tara Scott, general manager of 
Monarch301, said. The keys will be used for 
the front door and resident's bedrooms. 
"Our apartments are going to be interior 
entrance instead of exterior. You have to go 
inside to get to your apartment," Erin Daniels, 
community assistant, said. 
Security'cameras will be monitoring the 
complex 24/7, Scott said. 
Monarch301 will be a 15-minute walk and 
a few minute bike ride to the heart of campus. 
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Tyler Fleider/The George-Anne 
Monarch301, located on the 301 bypass, will be 15 minutes walking distance from campus. 
The construction of the office itself is Prospective residents can complete their 
complete and is now just waiting for furniture lease online at monarch301 .com. 
from the corporate office in Charlotte, N.C., Monarch 301 is also in the process of 
Danielssaid.Theofficehasasampleapartment hiring more members for their community 
in the back where prospective residents can assistant team, known as the "Flyteam." Those 
see the design for the apartments. interested can send in their application and 
Each apartment living room will have a resume at monarch 301.com. 
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VOTING, from page 1 
Bill Herring, the treasurer of the Democratic 
Party of Bulloch County. He helped organize 
the meeting that led to the voting station. 
The college republicans had a part too, and 
they deserve credit. A lot of organizations, 
the democratic party, the young democrats 
and the college republicans worked for this," 
Marc Silver, president of the Young Democrats 
and candidate for the Georgia House of 
Representatives, said. 
"It's important to every student, no more 
or less than the average citizen. As citizens, 
students should participate in our democracy," 
Denton said. 
Everyone needs to be registered by Oct. 9 
because it takes time to process the registrations, 
Denton said. 
"This is a regulation across the state. 
They need time to enter all the registration 
information, so no one gets to vote twice and 
everyone gets to vote so no one is left out. It 
takes time to process all that information," 
Denton said. 
One forum remains in the series called 
"One Week, One Vote," which aims to educate 
students about the importance of voting. There 
will be voter registration at the event tonight, 
Oct. 4 at 7 p.m., in the Russell Union Theatre. 
• • • Sports +** 
EMPORIUM 3^ 
Lindsay Hartmann/The George-Anne 
Freshman history major Greg Godfrey regis- 
ters on campus to vote in Statesboro. 
College Republicans, NAACP, SGA, Young 
Americans for Liberty and Young Democrats 
sponsor the series. 
According to the press release, anyone who 
wishes to register, but who is not available 
to do so during the campus registration 
events, can visit the Bulloch County 
Courthouse during open hours to register. 
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"Ozapftis!" 
River Street to celebrate Oktoberfest 
BY LINDSEY MCCORMICK 
The George-Anne contributor 
When   arriving   at   Oktoberfest   in 
Munich, there are dozens of tents alive 
with German bands playing music, typical 
Bavarian food and abounding 
varieties of beer. 
Beatrice     Michaels, 
junior sociology major, 
is an exchange student 
from   Germany  who 
had, the opportunity 
to       partake       in I 
the    festivities    of 
Oktoberfest. 
"The festival is 
declared as open 
after the mayor 
of Munich has 
opened one keg, 
usually in the 
'Schottenhammel' 
(a brewery) tent. 
He takes a wooden 
hammer and 
hammers the tab in 
the keg. He says the 
words 'O zapft is,' and 
everyone drinks," Michaels 
said. 
A taste of Germany's traditions 
will take place this weekend on River 
Street in. downtown Savannah as they host 
their annual Oktoberfest. 
Oktoberfest in Savannah includes arts 
and crafts exhibitors, wiener dog races, The 
Rodger Wood bratwurst eating contest, live 
music, Friday fireworks and beer. 
Vendors line the streets of Savannah 
selling German beer, wine and coke 
products. Some of the beers that will be 
available include Warsteiner, Hofbrau and 
Spaten. 
"There are literally hundreds of different 
beers to try, but the main thing I enjoyed 
was the non-stop live music," Keith Ulmer, 
senior business administration major and 
previous year attendee, said. 
Live music will take place on Savannah's 
Southern Eagle Arbor Stage from 9 a.m. to 
12 a.m. during the festival. Performances 
include the Rhinelander's Oompah Band, 
Chuck Courtenay, The Trainwrecks, The 
Accomplices and many others. 
The Rhinelander's perform every year 
and play the infamous "Oompha" song. 
Oktoberfest performer, Chuck Courtenay, 
was   voted   Savannah's   best 
country act three consecutive 
years in a row and has opened 
for big time country stars like 
Blake Shelton. 
The wiener dog races are on 
Saturday from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. 
at Morrell Park. The dogs will 
run in heats of 10 dogs, and the 
winners of the 10 fastest heats 
will compete in a final race. The 
top three finishers will receive 
trophies. 
"The races were actually very 
entertaining. I didn't expect that," 
Ulmer said. 
There will be a costume 
contest for the dogs and an owner 
look-a-like contest where prizes 
will be rewarded. 
Festival hours are from 9 a.m.- 
12 a.m. on Friday and Saturday 
and 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Sunday. 
River Street has hosted 
Oktoberfest for the past few 
decades. 
"We have been open for over 
twenty years and we have been 
sponsoring the event for as long as 
I can remember," Emily Dickinson, 
Wet Willies director of marketing 
and Oktoberfest sponsor, said. 
Oktoberfest   is   a   traditional 
t     German  festival  that  celebrates 
a   Bavarian   royal   marriage.   In 
Germany,   the  festival  is  called 
"d'wiesn."   Many   foreigners   as 
well as locals gather in Munich to 
celebrate. People dress up in "Tracht," 
a   national   costume.   Boys   dress   in 
"Lederhosen" and girls in "Dirndl," Michaels 
said. 
Attendees of Oktoberfest in Savannah 
also dress up for the occasion. 
Dickinson said, "It is a really great event, 
family friendly and a lot of fun. We have 
our Oktoberfest beads, and our whole staff 
dresses up. We have a really great time with 
it." 
The Buzz List 
National Mean 
Girls Day was 
yesterday, a 
day to ignore 
Lindsay 
Lohan's current 
problematic Gianna Carme 
mental state and 
reminisce on her prime. 
Barack Obama and Mitt 
Romney had their first 
presidential debate, spurring 
innumerous drinking games. 
Marian Carey snapped at Nicki 
Minaj during "American Idol," 
causing a brawl. I Marian can't 
tell her nothing. 
Mike "The Situation" 
Sorrentino revealed that he is 
eight months sober, something 
Snooki wishes she could say as 
well. 
LeeAnn Rimes tweeted a 
picture of her anti-bullying 
body art after claiming she is a 
victim of cyber-bullying. Which 
is worse, a bully or a home 
wrecker? 
Magic Mike stars Channing 
Tatum, Joe Manganiello and 
Matt Bomer will perform this 
weekend at the opening of the 
Magic Mike themed bar, Saints 
and Sinners, in New Orleans, 
flight booked. 
i Heidi Montag is headlining 
at a strip club in Vegas later 
this month. When all else fails, 
strip....unless you're Spencer 
Pratt. 
Information compiled by Arts & Entertain- 
ment Editor Gianna Carme and Arts & 
Entertainment Chief Kimeko McCoy from 
perezhilton.com and TMZ.com. 
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Folk and acoustic rhythms to flood Averitt 
BY WILL PEEBLES 
The George-Anne contributor 
Tomorrow at 7:30 p.m., the sounds of 
Americana with a twist will fill the halls 
of the Averitt Center for the Arts as Laura 
Monk and High Cotton take the stage. 
The four piece group hailing from 
Atlanta will play its first concert since 
newly releasing its second studio album, 
"So Far," as well as other tracks that have 
gained the band notoriety across the 
southeast. 
"We are excited about it. We have all 
worked very hard. There are a lot of things 
you can do in the studio that you can't do 
live, but we try to keep the live experience 
equal to the CD player experience," Laura 
Monk, lead vocalist in the band, said. "This 
album shows how much we have gelled 
together as a band over the years." 
The concert will kick off the Averitt 
Centers professional season, Tim 
Chapman, executive director of the Averitt 
Center, said. 
"We booked the act based on their 
reputation in the state of Georgia. They 
have a very original sound," Chapman 
said. "A committee selected this group out 
of hundreds of acts based on notoriety 
and what we think the local crowd would 
enjoy." 
"I have never been to Statesboro, but 
I have heard good things. We are excited 
about playing at the Averitt," Monk said. 
With influences ranging from Dolly 
Parton to The Allman Brothers, three and 
four part vocal harmonies, folk roots and 
acoustic rhythms define High Cotton's 
signature Americana sound. 
u 
There are a lot of things you can 
do in the studio that you can't 
do live, but we try to keep the 
live experience equal to the CD 
player experience. 
JJ 
-Laura Monk, 
of Laura Monk and High Cotton 
Monk classifies the band's music as 
Americana with a twist. 
"We will be playing songs from our first 
and second albums, as well as some fairly 
obscure covers. The first half of the show 
will be an intimate 'welcome to our living 
room' acoustic set, and then we'll move the 
furniture out and turn it up," Monk said. 
"I am particularly excited about 'Poor 
Wayfaring Stranger.' It's usually performed 
as a dark song, but we've perked it up a bit," 
Monk said. 
Since 2003, Laura Monk and her 
husband, bassist John Monk, have been 
playing music together. The duo became a 
trio in 2005 when drummer P.J. Engeman 
joined. 
Lead guitarist Dan Foster became 
a member of the group in 2007 and 
completed the current lineup. 
"All four of us write the music, which 
adds a lot of variety to our songs," Monk 
said. * 
They have a very original sound, and 
they play a lot of original music. The 
80DTHHN Workshop Track 
Leadership f Conference 
Saturday, October 20 
GeorgiaSouthern.edu/sclc 
Office of Student Leadership & Civic Engagement 
Your Student Activity Feet at Work SCAN ME! 
* 
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Photos courtesy of Kate Fitch 
Laura Monk and High Cotton will perform tomorrow at 7:30 p.m at Averitt Center for the Arts. 
Averitt feels that the public will enjoy the 
concert, Chapman said. 
The band will have physical copies of "So 
Far" available for purchase as well as digital 
download cards and other merchandise. 
Admission is $10 with a valid student I.D., 
and $15 for non-students over the age of 
12. 
YOU'RE INVITED! 
MISCELLANY RELEASE PARTY 
OCTOBER 25TH, 7PM 
WILLIAMS CENTER MULTIPURPOSE ROOM 
OPEN MIC 
FREE FOOD AND BEVERAGES WILL BE PROVIDED 
COOKING DEMONSTRATION FROM AUTHORS OF 
EASY WEEKLY MEALS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS 
PERFORMANCES BY 
CHRIS Y0UNGBL00D AND 
FINNAGINS FATHER 
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Sigma lota Alpha to spice up salsa lessons tonight 
BY PEYTON CALLANAN 
The George-Anne contributor 
Students will have a chance to spice up 
their Thursday night with free salsa dancing 
lessons hosted by The Multicultural Student 
Center. 
The classes will take place from 7-9 p.m. 
tonight in the Multipurpose Room of the 
Williams Center. A student I.D. is required 
to attend, and proof of attendance will be 
provided along with refreshments. 
The event is co-hosted with Sigma Iota 
Alpha, a Latin sorority, who is teaching 
participants the dance steps. 
"We saw an opportunity to increase students 
diversity awareness by having salsa dancing 
lessons and to give them the opportunity 
to learn more about salsa dancing," Moses 
Robison, MSC graduate assistant, said. 
Students will learn basic moves both solo 
or with a partner, and then will all have an 
opportunity to actually use what they learned as 
everyone dances together later in the night. 
Though salsa dancing has strong Latin roots, 
Courtesy of the Rho Delta Chapter of Sigma Lambda Beta Internationa! Fraternity Inc. 
Salsa lessons will be provided tonight at 7 p.m. in the Multipurpose Room of the Williams 
Center. Multicultural Student Center and Sigma lota Alpha will work together for the event. 
it also has a number of other cultural influences, 
which is something students would have the 
chance to learn about, Robison said. 
Cristina Tapia, a senior hotel and restaurant 
management major, will be teaching the class 
alongside her Sigma Iota Alpha sisters. 
"I'm not a professional, but I try to teach basic 
moves and keep it as fun as possible," Tapia said. 
"Salsa is complex, but at the same time it can 
be danced many different ways, but it has a basic 
step," Tapia said. 
The classes are not just for dancers, and 
everyone can learn at their own speed and try 
something new, Tapia said. 
"It's about everyone coming together and 
everyone learning a little something different," 
Tapia said. 
The salsa lessons have been offered in previous 
years and have been successful. However, last 
year's two-part class trimmed down to one day. 
"Last year we had the event over two days. It 
was successful, but this year we wanted to have 
it in one day so students could learn and dance 
without missing anything," Robison said. 
Sigma Iota Alpha is using this event as an 
opportunity to get involved on campus. 
"We usually try to get involved in any 
organization on campus," Tapia said. 
Sigma Iota Alpha is also looking to expand 
the type of events they participate in. 
Tapia said, "We would like to get involved 
with more events so we are not limited to just 
Latin events." 
Want To Be KiSSableTnis Flu Season? 
Influenza 
Vaccination Clinics 
$5 for students 
$ 7 0 for faculty/staff/retirees 
** 
Cash, Check, MasterCard/Visa/Americart Express accepted 
insurance claims writ be filed with the following companies; 
Aetna, AmeriGroup, BeechStteet, Ctgna, Coventry/First Health/CCN Southcare, 
Health Smart HPO, Humana Choice Care, Tricare, United Healthcare, and WeliCare. 
You must have a copy of your insurance card tn order for a claim to be filed.** 
Please bring your Eagle ID 
^ GEORGIA SOUTHERN 
\40K UNIVERSITY 
SPONSORED BY GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES 
AND THE UNIVERSITY WELLNESS PROGRAM 
TUESDAY,OCT. 2 
10a.rn.-1 p.m. 
Russell Union Room 2084 
THURSDAY,OCT.4 
5-7 p.m. 
Centennial Place Cafe 
(BldgS 
TUESDAY,OCT. 9 
5-7 p.m. 
Eagle Village Clubhouse 
(Classroom) 
WEDNESDAY,OCT. 10 
4-8 p.m. 
RAC Lobby 
THURSDAY,OCT. 25 
5-7 p.m. 
Southern Pines Clubhouse 
(Classroom) 
WEDNESDAYOCT.31 
11:30a.m.-3:30p.m. 
IT BuBding Lobby 
WEDNESDAYNOV. 7 
2-4 p.m. 
Russell Union Room 2084 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxx\ 
CxXVC 
MEDIUM 
912-681-4326 
1550-F Chandler Rd. 
(Next to Gray's Bookstore) 
■      :    -■'     ■ 
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HAPPY HOUR      # LIVE BRNO       * SPECIAL EVENT 
* Contacts 
912-489-6655 
820 HWY 80 E. (in front of Lowes) 
www.boomersvisioncenter.com 
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YOUR OFF CAMPUS GUIDE OCT. 3 - OCT. 9 
MONDAY TUESDAY 
Applebee's 
I Happy Hour 3-6 p.m. and 9 p.m.w-Close 
$1 Natty, 
$2 Corona, 
$4 Dos Equis 
$3 Stella Artois 
Dingus Magee's 
I Happy Hour 5-7 p.m. and 9-11 p.m. 
2 for 1 well drinks and bombs 
El Sombrero 
$2 Lime Margaritas 
Holiday's Greek and Italian 
$12.99 for 12 wings and pitcher of Yuengling 
$10.99 for two 12 inch one topping pizzas 
Loco's Grill and Pub 
$5 Bud Lite Pitchers 
•^Monday Night Football 
■^Coach's Show (w/ Jeff Monken) 
Mellow Mushroom 
THappy Hour 5-7 p.m. , 
$2.75 draft beers 
$2 Margaritas 
$3 wells liquor single 
Buy one large pizza, get one free appetizer 
Millhouse 
$1.99 drinks all day everyday 
Gnat's Landing 
YAH Day Happy Hour 
Applebee's 
$4 Jager Bombs 
$2 Natty 
$3 Jager Bombs 
$1 Jell-O shots 
Dingus Magee's 
THappy Hour 5-7 p.m. and 9-11 p.m. 
2 for 1 Wells drinks and bombs 
Holiday's Greek and Italian 
$12.99 for 12 wings and pitcher of Yuengling 
$10.99 for two 12 inch one topping pizzas 
Gnat's Landing 
| Happy Hour p.m. 
■^Trivia 7 p.m. 
Loco's Grill and Pub 
$3 Absolut Vodka 
Mellow Mushroom 
[Happy Hour 5-7 p.m. 
$2.75 draft beers 
$2 Margaritas 
$3 wells liquor single 
$5 large salads 
$6 Brutus salad 
$6 Chicken Caesar 
Millhouse 
$1.99 drinks all day everyday 
El Sombrero 
12 oz. Daiquiris 
TO REQUEST SPACE FOR YOUR RESTAURANT OR BAR 
IN THE GEORGE-ANNE'S 'BORO BEAT, 
EMAILFEATURES@GEORGIASOUTHERN.EDU 
5 Piece $3.99  Wednesday \a Wingsday 
10 Piece $6.99   2 for 1 wings! 
Located next to Wal-Mart 
912.764.6556 
FREE 
FRiES 
With a purchase of 
Boneless Wings! 
med. fries 
one per customer 
Expires 12.14.12 
Must present coupon 
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COIvflE ON OUT 
ANYTIME 
BETSNWEM 
2PM«5PM 
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IN FRONT OF THE BISHOP BUILDING 
COME PICK UP OUR BRAND NEW GAMEDAY MAYDAY 
UUUD INCLUDING: cTHTTqTTrq 
TEAM MATCHUPS      COACH INFORMATION     TEAM STATISTICS 
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Advertisement 
THURSDAY 
No Events Scheduled 
FRIDAY 
6-11 P.M. 
FUG FOOTBALL STATE QUALIFIER BEGINS 
THE RAC 
Whether you are playing or not, don't forget to come and 
enjoy watching the flag football state qualifier tournament 
this weekend. 
SATURDAY 
8 P.M. 
DIVE-IN MOVIE 
THE RAC 
Join us at the RAC indoor pool as we watch the blockbuster 
hit "Battleship." Please no outside inflatables because those 
will be provided by CRI. 
SUNDAY 
No Events Scheduled 
Student Affairs 
Enrollment 
Management 
S.'j %■';' 
MONDAY 
8 A.M. 
REGISTRATION    OPENS:    FALL    CLASSIC 
BASKETBALL 
Get involved with intramural sports and register to play fall 
classic basketball. Registration opens at 8 a.m. 
8 P.M. 
BELAY CLINIC 
THE RAC 
Upon completion of the course, including passing the top- 
rope belay test, you may belay as many of your friends that 
you wish during our open hours of operation! You also get a 
certification card proving your ability to belay. 
Sponsored by Campus Recreation and Intramurals 
WELLI.AMWEEK 
Well.l.Am week is a weeklong celebration of wellness for the 
Georgia Southern University community. Resources from 
all across campus and the community will come together 
to educate, entertain, and enlighten. Join us as we foster a 
culture of wellness at Georgia Southern. Highlights of the 
week include, Shalini Kantayya speaking on the looming 
water crisis, Health Professional lunch and learn, free RAC 
access, Pilates for Pink, and more. Well. I. Am week kicks 
off on Monday Oct. 8th and ends on Friday Oct. 12th. For 
the complete schedule of events, please visit http://services. 
georgiasouthern.edu/cri/universityWellness/welllAm 
Sponsored by the University Wellness Program 
TUESDAY 
5 P.M. 
SLACKLINE CLINIC 
THE RAC 
5:30-6:45 P.M.     ' 
PILATES FOR PINK 
THE RAC 
Pilates for Pink® is a Shape Magazine Initiative to raise 
awareness for breast cancer detection, prevention, 
treatment and research. This is done by holding Pilates 
classes nationwide with the same goal of raising money 
for breast cancer research; 
While Campus Recreation and Intramurals host Pilates 
classes, we will also host classes like Spin to Save Second 
Base and Strike a Pose Against Cancer. No donation is 
required to attend the classes but they are appreciated. If 
you are not a RAC member there is a $5 guest fee, which 
will also be donated. Help raise awareness about cancer 
and get a workout while doing it. 
Sponsored by Campus Recreation and Intramurals 
6:30 P.M. 
GSU UNPLUGGED 
STARBUCKS 
Looking for something fun to do on campus? Want to 
watch some live performers? Maybe even want to try out 
that new song of yours? Georgia Southern UNplugged is 
a coffeehouse series/Open Mic Night held at the Russell 
Union Starbucks. Come see the talented students of the 
Georgia Southern community! FREE Starbucks coffee for 
attendees with your student ID! Your student activity fees 
at work. 
Sponsored by the University Programming Board. 
WEDNESDAY 
8 P.M. 
ADVENTURE MOVIE SERIES 
THE RAC 
Come to the RAC and watch a movie with the Southern 
Adventure crew. Refreshments will be served. 
This free climbing program is geared to help prepare you 
for leading safe, ethical and enjoyable rock climbing series. 
Sponsored by Campus Recreation and Intramurals 
Brought to > ou In Georgia Southern University VALUES. Georgia Southern V.A.L.l '.K.S.is the culture shared by our students, faculty, and stall. We endc 
share our V.A.I, .l.L.S. inside and outside of the classroom w ith faculty, staff, students, alumni and all other community members. In order to produce productive 
citizens with an informed set of ethics and community standards as well as create an environment of respect and civility, we pledge to live by our V.A.L.l .L.S. 
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Housing 
Looking for 3rd roommate in 
Planter's Row, 1308 Magnolia 
Way. $365 plus 1/3 of the utilities. 
Private bedroom and bath. Close 
to campus. Existing windown 
covering. Two college age males 
currently live here. Contact: 
pm01393@georgiasouthem.edu 
A female sub-leaser needed for 
Spring 2013 semester ASAP! A 
4 bedroom, 2 bath at Cambridge 
apartments with a beautiful view 
of the pond and right on the bus 
route! Please contact Sydney be 
email: sr01982@georgiasouth- 
ern.edu or phone: 770-500-6485 
if you are interested! 
Looking for female to sublease 
Spring semester 2013! 4 BR/BT, 
$500/month. Brand new apart- 
ments with great amenities. The 
Forum at Statesboro. Amazing 
Roommates! Call/text and/or 
email Ketonnia: 706-201-1035 
ka01879@georgiasouthem.edu 
Help Wanted 
[BARTENDERS WANTED! 
$250 a day Potential. No Ex- 
perience Necessary. Training 
Provided. Age 18+ OK Call 
1-800-965-6520 ext 296. 
For Sale 
2000 Lincoln Continental, 
129,000 miles, good condition. 
687-4171. 
Something to sell? 
Visit thegeorgeanne.com 
or email 
adsl @georgiasouthern. edu 
It's free for students, 
staff and faculty! 
REFLECTOR RELEASE PARTY! 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16TH 
12:00-2:00 P.M. 
AT THE ROTUNDA 
LIVE RADIO DJ 
FREE FOOD 
IE JIN STUDENT MEDIA HEOJSZiES AS IE RELEASE 
HE FiSLLEIIIiON OF GEORGIA SOUTHERN STUDENT 
ITE1EST MAGAZINE, THE REFLECTOR. 
MONDAY-FRIDAY 
12 pm to 4 pm 
1047 Williams Center 
Career Services | 912.478.Si97 | www£eorglasoutriem,e<lu/career 
PAID ADVERTISEMENT 
Senior Shares Wisdom with First Year Students 
By: Taylor D. Terrell 
Public Relations/Events Intern 
Senior JaQuiton Braswell realizes that with gradua- 
tion around the corner, the career decisions he made 
during his freshmen year has prepared him for the 
"real world". His advice to freshmen is to "utilize 
Career Services and don't hesitate to make plans for 
your future career." 
"Career Services taught me to become more profes- 
sional, helping me learn ways of how I can sell my- 
self to companies." Braswell said, "The workshops 
they hosted gave me insight to professional social 
media sites, such as Linkedln, and prepared me very 
well for career fairs." 
Braswell suggested that "freshmen should join 
professional organizations during their first year, and 
grow in them by holding leadership positions." 
Companies look for leadership abilities and experi- 
ences that can contribute to their company. As a 
freshman, developing a four-year plan, and incor- 
porating learning experiences to evolve your skills 
and professional development is the beginning of a 
successful career. 
"It's a good quality to be well-rounded," said Bras- 
well. In today's job market employees look for entry 
level employees that have communication, technical, 
..and of course relevant job skills that can be used in 
their company. 
Looking back on his experience as a freshman, 
Braswell said, "I would have tried to do some job 
shadowing and explore other careers before I selected 
electrical engineering." Braswell then goes on to say 
that, "your passion is not what people label you as." 
A comment that stems from listening to influencers 
his freshmen year, such as his high school profes- 
sors, that told him that since he was good at math, he 
should be an engineer. "Do what you love," Braswell 
highly suggested. 
Braswell's final words of wisdom for freshman, 
"don't focus on just financial success; focus on hap- 
piness." 
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle 
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis 
ACROSS 
1 University ot 
Georgia athlete, 
familiarly 
5 Scorned paper 
8 Ticket holder 
with a conflict, 
maybe 
14 In opposition 
16 Self-bathing 
direction 
17 "Just curious" 
18 Note sentiment 
19 Novice 
chocolatier's 
lessons? 
21 Pres. between 
JAG and GC 
22 It might be 
closed due to 
flooding 
23 Walks in the rain, 
vis-a-vis fair-day 
activities? 
29 Med. land 
31"... he drove 
out of sight" 
32 Mena of 
"American 
Beauty" 
33 Endured 
36Taronadeck 
38 Mantle's 
number 
39 Hardly 
unexpected 
41 Threw one's hat 
in the ring 
43 Head start? 
44 Vacations ted by 
Twitter? 
48 Internet game 
site 
49 Balls: Hostess 
treats 
50 Speaker's 
challenge 
scrambled three 
times in this 
puzzle 
56 Of an upper heart 
chamber 
58 Tab, for one 
59 Eyre's creator 
60 "Enough already" 
61 Luxury 
accommodations 
62 Charles River 
sch. 
63 Ocean current 
sources? 
1 2 3 
4 ■ 
15 
5 
6 7 
20 
8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 16 
17 18 
27 28 
19 
30 
23 24 25 26 
21 22 
34 35 37 
29 31 
40 
32 
42 
33 36 
45 
38 
46 47 
39 41 43 
53 54 55 
44 
57 
50 51 52 
48 49 
56 58 
59 60 ■ 61 62 63 
By Bruce Sutphin 
DOWN 
1 Dapper dressers? 
2 Say ft is so 
3"__offr 
4 Where Olympus 
rises 
5 Make clearer, 
hopefully 
6 Baseball's Jesus 
7 Ibsen title 
character 
8 Dentistry number, 
familiarly 
9 Taking a break 
10 Graceful plunge 
11 Wait around 
12 Sitcom world 
13 OED listing 
15 Occupied, as a 
desk 
20LosJuegos 
Olimpicos prize 
23 Penned 
24 Physics unit 
25 Corp. change 
26 Pew areas 
27 Oldest Brady 
Bunch kid 
28 Rat 
29 Kid's comeback 
30 Get into a hold 
34 Tight game 
difference 
Last Edition's Puzzle Solved 
w A G|S P A M W H 0 M P s 
I R 0 N S I D E H A s T E N 
p E T E R C 0 T T 0 N T A I L 
E N 0 w| E A S E| 
s A F E C 0 T A M E I M P 
F R E N C H S I L K P I E 
D E A R I 0 L A 
S T E E L W 0 0 L P A D S 
M E A N N A I L 
R E D V E L V E T C A K E 
S P A V E E S E Y E L I D 
Y E G G A L T 0 
M A T E R I A L W I T N E S S 
0 T E L L 0 A D R I E N N E 
E V E L Y N P S S T ■ s 0 s 
35 Blow up 
37 Step to the plate 
40 Wavy lines 
42 "Consider it 
done" 
45 -turn 
46 Show of strength 
471977 Australian 
Open champ 
Tanner 
50 "Star Trek: 
T.N.G."role 
51 Kingdom south of 
Moab 
52 Torch type 
53Tipfora 
dealer 
54 Mideast flier 
55 Beams 
56 They may be 
sculpted 
571989-'90 
Broadway 
biodrama 
EVEN NOW, OUR CREW IS 
BATTLING ALIENS! AND THEY 
DESPERATELY NEED AN INTERN. 
OK, WHO ORDERED THE CAFFE 
LATTE DECAFf 
HAD THE CAFFE MOCHA'j 
5 6 
4 7 8 
3 8 4 1 
1 2 
9 8 1 2 5 
7 2 
5 6 4 2 
2 5 9 
7 4 
Sudoku 
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Sports Talk 
A creamin' is comih' 
BY JANNAH BOLDS 
The George-Anne staff 
Last week the Eagles looked to get 
er done' against the team that was 
supposed to be the best in the Southern 
Conference, until they met the Eagles 
and the scoreboard boasted that 35-16 
score at the end of the game. 
Anyway, this weekend against 
Western Carolina will be a much easier 
win for the Eagles. The Catamounts have 
a terrible record of 0-3 in the SoCon and 
1-4 overall. 
WCU has constantly struggled to 
get their act together the entire season, 
especially with an unstable offense. 
WCU's sophomore quarterback, 
Eddie Sullivan, is young and isn't putting 
up many impressive numbers this 
season. He also likes to throw the ball 
voluntarily to the opposing team. He has 
been picked off of five times so far this 
THE g\ 
BOLD m^ *; iP 
OPINION 
season, and with all the anticipation that 
the Eagle defense has, it could possibly 
lead to many pick sixes. 
Over all, the Eagles are a much 
better and well-developed team and 
will have no problem running over 
those kitty-Catamounts. I believe 
that GSU might have the opportunity 
to shut out their opponents just like 
they did Jacksonville on their season 
opener. I said "might" now; don't go 
quoting me on that last one. But I do 
think that the Eagles will rack up a 
score of 45-10 this weekend. 
Eagles to soar this weekend 
BY KEVIN GREGAN 
The George-Anne staff 
To claim the Eagles are going to win 
on Saturday against Western Carolina 
University would not be a bold prediction. 
The Georgia Southern University football 
team will head to Cullowhee N.C., where the 
WCU Catamounts will do what they always 
do, chase running backs all over their field. 
The Catamounts have proven that they 
cannot stop the run or the triple-option. 
Last week, WCU allowed Furman 
running back Jerodis Williams to run for 239 
yards, score two touchdowns and return a 
kick for 100 yards for another touchdown. 
The Eagles are ranked second nationally 
in rushing offense and WCU has given up 
309 yards per game on the ground. 
They have yet to face a triple-option 
offense this year, but last year GSU ran 
for 639 yards and scored six rushing 
touchdowns on the Catamounts. 
THE KG 
PROGNOSIS 
The Eagle defense may also have a good 
day in the mountains on Saturday. The 
Eagles are ranked fifth nationally in total 
defense and they have created 10 turnovers 
so far through four games. They're also 
ranked second in the Southern Conference 
in scoring defense. 
Within the history of the two teams 
playing against each other, the Eagles are 
20-2 against WCU. 
The Catamounts haven't won a Southern 
Conference game in their last 17 attempts 
either, so an outcome in favor of the Eagles is 
expected, 41-17. 
CATAMOUNT, from page 1 
Chad Kenney/ The George-Anne 
Sophomore runningback Dominique Swope (6) finds a hole in the GSU offensive line and sprints to the endzone. 
sophomore Ezayi Youyoute, 
McKinnon and senior J.J. 
Wilcox, GSU was able to record 
634 yards rushing. McKinnon, 
Youyoute and Wilcox all were 
able to put out more than 100 
rushing yards apiece. 
However even with the help of 
former quarterback Jaybo Shaw, 
the Eagles were still unable to 
produce more passing yards than 
WCU. The Catamounts went 
to the air 38 times compared to 
the Eagles nine pass attempts. 
With that number, WCU passed 
for a total of 285 yards while the 
Eagles recorded 60 yards. 
One of the main issues that 
the Eagles will have to watch out 
for is committing penalties. The 
Eagles have not been committing 
as many penalties so far this 
year, 28 to be exact, but last 
year against the Catamounts the 
Eagles committed almost half 
of that 28 in a single game. The 
referees threw the yellow flag 13 
times resulting in 120 penalty 
yards. 
Another advantage that 
the Eagles will have over the 
Catamounts is that the Eagles 
have a higher success rate at 
scoring in the redzone. So far 
this season, the Eagles have 
converted 14 of 17, which put 
them at 82 percent for scoring 
inside the 20-yard line. Last 
season against WCU, the 
Catamounts held the Eagles 
to five of seven, 54 percent, 
of redzone scores. The Eagles 
held the Catamounts to fewer 
opportunities inside the 20, 
but they still produced a higher 
percentage. WCU converted 
three of four, 75 percent, of their 
chances in the redzone. 
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Eagles 
reboot, 
start 
SoCon 
action 
Men's soccer 
BY TREVOR MCNABOE 
The George-Anne staff 
Georgia Southern University men's soccer (2- 
8) opens up Southern Conference play Saturday 
on the road when they take on the Davidson 
Mark Barnes 11/ The George-Anne 
Junior defender Roberto Lopez (18) blocks the ball against a Lander University forward. 
College Wildcats (4-4-1). 
GSU comes into the game on a seven-game 
losing streak and is 0-5 on the road this year. 
In the preseason, the Eagles were projected 
to finish in sixth place in the SoCon after a 4-3 
record in conference. 
Davidson was voted to finish eighth in 
conference after a 2011 SoCon record of 3-2-2. 
DC is on a three-game losing streak, having 
lost their most recent game 2-0 to No. 15, Wake 
Forest University. DC is currendy 0-2 in 2012 
SoCon play with losses to University of North 
Carolina-Greensboro and Elon University. 
In last year's matchup between both teams, 
GSU edged out a 3-2 victory at home. 
Davidson is currently 3-3-1 at home this year, 
allowing a little less than two goals per game. 
Overall this matchup is key for the Eagles 
because it sets the tone for the rest of the 
conference play. 
Tuesday, GSU travelled to Chapel Hill to take 
on No. 6 ranked University of North Carolina (8- 
1-1) in one of the Eagles' toughest road games of 
the season. 
The Tar Heels broke the scoring line with a 
goal in the 38th minute of a rebound in the box 
scored by junior forward Andy Craven. 
The Tar Heels struck again quickly and found 
a second goal in the 40th minute of play, this time 
with sophomore forward Cooper Vandermass- 
Peeler chipping goalkeeper Neal Bates. 
The score of the game would remain 
unchanged for the final 50 minutes as neither 
side could score. UNC outshot GSU 16-2, and 
9-0 on shots on goal. 
The loss drops GSU to 2-8 on the season, 
while UNC improves to 8-1-1 for the 2012 
campaign. 
iS^I & HIGH COTTON 
October 5, 2012 
7:30 P.M. 
Tickets 912-212-2787 
Online ticket sales at: 
www.averittcenterforthearts.org 
33 East Main Street, Do* 
'""Arts     Vf; j 
AVERITT 
CENTER 
THEATER * 
Night of the Show Tickets are 
$10 with GSU Student ID 
(Advance Tickets: $15 adult; $10 youth 12 and under) 
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GSU to confront CofC Cougars 
Yendi Reid/ The George-Anne 
Junior forward Alex Murphy (18) battles to keep GSU's possession of the ball against a 
Samford player during the game orf Sept. 21. 
ieiTiiii Workshop Track 
Leadership f Conference 
Saturday, October 20 
GeorgiaSouthern.edu/sclc 
Office of Student Leadership & Civic Engagement 
Your Student Activity Fees at Work 
Women's soccer 
BY ERIN DENMARK 
The George-Anne staff 
Georgia Southern University women's soccer 
team (6-3-3) will challenge College of Charleston 
Cougars (3-8) at Patriots Point, S.C. tonight at 7. 
The Eagles were shut out by Appalachian State 
University 0-1 on Sept. 28 and recovered from 
their wounds to come out on top when contesting 
Western Carolina University on Sept. 30 to bring 
their Southern Conference record (2-2). 
The Cougars are coming off of two losses, 
1-2 against University of North Carolina- 
Greensboro, and they were shut out 0-2 against 
Elon University this past weekend, resulting in 
their SoCon record falling (2-2). 
CofC overcame GSU 1-2 last year at Eagles 
Field. According to the 2012 Women's Soccer 
Preseason Coaches' Poll, CofC is predicted to 
repeat their runner-up finish in the tournament 
last season, as second in league standings with 
106 votes and one first place vote. Out of 12 teams 
in the SoCon, GSU was voted into seventh place 
in league with their 53 points. 
The Eagles have produced 19 goals this year 
from their 188 shot attempts, over the Cougars' 
10 cumulative goals out of 120 shot attempts. 
CofC sophomore forward Sarah Cardamone 
leads the Cougars offensively with three goals 
and four assists. Senior midfielder Sarah Schaidle 
follows her with two goals and two assists. 
GSU sophomore forward Sydnie Van Curen 
leads the pack offensively with five goals and one 
assist for the Eagles. Freshman midfielder Nora 
El-Shami has racked up 32 shots this season, 
more than anyone else on the team. El-Shami 
also follows right behind Van Curen with three 
goals and three assists, with her most recent 
action at the net was an assist to junior forward 
Alex Murphy in the victory over WCU 
GSU junior goalkeeper Katie Merson has 
protected the Eagles' net every game this season 
by saving 54 shots on goal and allowing only 
nine goals. Cougar sophomore goalkeeper Taylor 
Avery through eight games has shielded 26 shots 
on goal and allowed eight balls to reach the net. 
Great Gift Shop 
GSU: Decals, Flags 
Jewelry, Tervis 
Aging Eagle Totes, 
T-shirt's 
Tervis Tumbler 
Headquarters 
Great selection 
of tin signs 
-ashion Handbags, 
Jewelry, & Wraps 
Christmas 
Ornaments, Flags 
& Gifts 
and much, much 
Voted Best Mattress Store 
in the 'Borni 
^&eai i 
rurniture and Mattress Outlet 
17083 GA Hwy 67. Statesboro, 
GA (912)681-3824 (Near 
Mon-Fri : I0am-6pm 
2nd Great Location Now Open 
Deal's Downtown 
64 E, Main Street 
(912) 243-9999 
Dependable 
• Locally Owned & 
Operated by GSU 
Graduate 
• Serving GSU Students 
for 34 years 
jyyFurniture, Mattress 
Complete 
Mattress 
Outlet 
See Craig before you 
buy any Serta 
New Furniture 
at Discounted 
Prices 
25% Off 
Used Furniture, 
Smalls, and 
Antiques! 
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w                       c 9 
2/3 of the world's people will 
not have adequate access to 
f_ —^ rj^ ^ clean drinking water by the 
.1^ o   ^ year 2027. 
BP V      %                 \t ^    ^° . Every species on the planet 
.-; ^P           ob Sf ^ is in danger. 
^H m   & x6° * Water is a basic human right. j      1 >             Monday, Oct. 8, 2012 What will you do about it? 
7p.m. at the PAC ^SUSTAINABILiTY      gjfe. ^ '                     JLZ, 
mmaacBBBE^BBjB 
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